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complex visual inference routines can be
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SUMMARY
Visual perception requires massive use of inference because the 3D structure of the world is not directly pro-
vided by the sensory input.1 Particularly challenging is anorthoscopic vision—when an object moves behind
a narrow slit such that only a tiny fraction of it is visible at any instant. Impressively, human observers
correctly recognize objects in slit-viewing conditions by early childhood,2,3 via temporal integration of the
contours available in each sliver.4,5 But can this capability be acquired if one has been effectively blind
throughout childhood?We studied 23 Ethiopian children which had bilateral early-onset cataracts—resulting
in extremely poor vision in infancy—and surgically treated only years later. We tested their anorthoscopic
vision, precisely because it requires a cascade of demanding visual inference processes to perceive veridical
shape. Failure to perform the task may allow mapping specific bottlenecks for late visual recovery. The pa-
tients’ visual acuity typically improved substantially within 6 months post-surgery. Still, at this stage many
were unable to recover shape under slit-viewing conditions, although they could infer the direction of global
motion. However, when retested later, almost all patients could judge shape in slit-conditions necessitating
temporal integration. This acquired capability often transferred to novel stimuli, in similar slit-viewing condi-
tions. Thus, learning was not limited to the specific visual features of the original shapes. These results indi-
cate that plasticity of sophisticated visual inference routines is preserved well into adolescence, and vision
restoration after prolonged early-onset blindness is feasible to a greater extent than previously thought.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We studied Ethiopian children suffering from early-onset com-

plete bilateral cataracts that typically lasted many years. The

vast majority of the children were found and surgically treated

by our group. They were behaviorally tested months to years af-

ter the operation (for details, see Table S1). Shape temporal inte-

gration was assessed in two slit-viewing experiments using two

groups of participants (‘‘patients,’’ 23 sight-retrieval patients,

and ‘‘controls,’’ 51 typically developing Ethiopian and Israeli chil-

dren with normal or corrected vision).

In each trial of the first experiment (Figure 1A), a 2D shape

moved behind a stationary slit. Next, the participants were pre-

sented with that shape and its flipped image (the foil), and

were required to choose the shape they had just seen (see

Method details, Experiment I for details). At the beginning of

each run, the slit width was wider than the shape itself, such

that the shape could be easily recognized. The slit width was

adaptively changed using a staircase procedure to assess the

recognition threshold (in slit width). The shapes were a cross-

like image and its flipped version. Both stimuli were comprised
of the same local elements (ellipsoids). Thus, when the slit width

was small enough, discrimination between the target and the foil

had to be based on temporal integration of the individual ele-

ments, recovering their global spatial structure.

A prerequisite for shape recovery using temporal integration in

anorthoscopic conditions is a reliable assessment of the global

motion because many possible shapes are consistent with the

observed sequence of partial shape views.4 To reconstruct the

veridical shape, the spatial positions of the internally maintained

shape views must be shifted according to the motion vector, so

that these views could be combined with the currently visible

portion of the shape.4,5We therefore also tested the participants’

ability to judge the direction of motion in limiting slit-viewing con-

ditions (in separate runs within the same day).

One concern is that the cataract-treated participants would

perform poorly under slit-viewing conditions due to their rela-

tively poor image resolution, even after surgery and its achieved

optical correction.6,7 The patients’ visual acuity typically

improved dramatically in the first 6 months after surgery, but it

never reached the level of their normally developing peers6 (Fig-

ures S1A–S1C; Table S1). To account for this difference, our
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Figure 1. Shape temporal integration in late

cataract-treated individuals: Experimental

design

(A) A cross-like shape moved at a fixed speed in a

direction orthogonal to the slit orientation, such

that only a portion of the shape was visible at any

instant (marked in black, dashed outlines for

shapes are for visualization purposes only). After

the shape completed its motion, the task was

either to report the direction of slit-viewed motion

(e.g., up or down for horizontal-slit trials) or the

object’s shape (e.g., choosing either the left or right

shape presented in the test panel). The two tasks

were performed in separate blocks. The same

procedure was repeated using a vertical slit. Slit

width was adaptively changed using a staircase

procedure to assess the direction/shape discrimi-

nation threshold.

(B) Control participants were presented with a low-

pass filtered version of the stimuli to control for the

patients’ poor visual acuity.

See also Figure S1.
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control participants were shown a lowpass filtered version of the

original images: all spatial frequencies above 1 cycle per degree

(cpd) were filtered out, introducing image blur greater than that

experienced by the patient with the poorest visual acuity at the

time of testing (Figures 1B and S1D).

We conducted the experiment using both horizontal and verti-

cal slit configurations. Figure 2 shows the group-mean thresh-

olds for motion (red) and shape (black) discrimination in the pa-

tients (filled bars) and controls (empty bars) under horizontal-slit

(A) and vertical-slit (B) conditions. Importantly, both groups were

able to judge the direction of global motion even when the slit

width consisted of a tiny fraction of the full object. However,

the patients were much poorer than the controls in the cross-

shape recognition task. The patients’ performance in this task

was correlated with their post-operative acuity (but not with their

pre-operative acuity or age at surgery; Figures S2A–S2D).

An ANOVA on the performance scores with task (direction,

shape), slit orientation (horizontal, vertical), and the group iden-

tity (patients, controls) as factors revealed a significant task 3

group interaction term indicating that the patients indeed

differed from the controls in their ability to recognize slit-viewed

shapes, regardless of slit orientation (F(1,26) = 26.1, hp
2 = 0.501,

p < 0.001; see also Quantification and statistical analysis, Statis-

tics). Follow-up t tests confirmed that shape-recognition thresh-

olds were higher for the patients than the controls (horizontal and

vertical slit: t(26) = 4.70 and 5.18, respectively; p < 0.001 for

both), while no such difference was found in the motion direction

task (t(26) = �1.31 and 1.01; p = 0.200 and 0.322, respectively).

Importantly, if the slit was wide enough to simultaneously

observe the three short arms of the cross shape (see insets in

Figures 2A and 2B, left), discrimination between the slit-viewed

shape and its flipped version could be done without temporal

integration. We therefore identified the critical slit width (26.6%

of the shape length; green dashed line) as a critical criterion for

temporal integration: below this value, temporal integration

must be used to recover shape. As Figures 2A and 2B show,

on average, the patients’ performance in the shape task was

poor, around the critical value (indeed, the patients’ thresholds
2 Current Biology 31, 1–6, July 26, 2021
did not differ significantly from this criterion; Figure S2B). The

controls, on the other hand, were far better, because they effec-

tively utilized temporal integration to solve the problem.

Clearly, many patients failed to use temporal integration for

shape recovery in anorthoscopic conditions. But can this capa-

bility be acquired with repeated practice on the task? Figure 2C

presents the individual shape-recognition thresholds of a sub-

group of 11 patients that were tested in multiple sessions,

days or many months apart. Each individual’s vertical- and hor-

izontal-slit thresholds were averaged to get a more reliable per-

formance estimate.

In their initial test (dark-gray diamonds) after an average of 89

slit-viewing trials (range 71–96; SD = 11 trials), 6/11 of the pa-

tients had a shape-recognition threshold above the critical crite-

rion, so that the patients’ group performance was not signifi-

cantly different from this critical value (t(10) = 0.72, p = 0.488).

In contrast, all but one of the 36 control participants (tested under

both slit orientations) passed this criterion (see X’s in Figure 2C;

t(35) =�13.2, p < 0.001) so that there was a highly significant dif-

ference between the groups (t(45) = 6.8, p < 0.001).

But the patients showed significant improvement in their per-

formance in their subsequent tests a year later (light-blue dia-

monds in Figure 2C) or even a few days after the initial testing

(dark-blue diamonds; see also Figure S2E). To quantify the ef-

fect, we applied a linear mixed model, with test repetition (the

1st, 2nd, and 3rd test) as the factor of interest. Visual acuity was

added as a covariate. The repetition factor had a significant

effect (F(2,23) = 8.2, p = 0.002). Follow-up t test confirmed that

performance got better with practice (the 1st versus 3rd test:

t(10) = 5.8, p < 0.001, Cohen’s d = 1.74). Crucially, at the last

test, after 210 slit-viewing trials (range 107–276; SD = 66 trials)

the shape-recognition threshold of all patients except one

(10/11) was below the critical value (t(10) = �3.7, p = 0.004).

This suggests that sight-recovery patients learn to apply tempo-

ral integration to recognize shape in anorthoscopic conditions.

Accordingly, the difference in the task performance between

the patients and controls disappeared (t(13) = 0.98, p = 0.345;

degrees of freedom were adjusted from 45 to 13 as Levene’s



Figure 2. Shape temporal integration in late cataract-treated individuals: Results

(A and B) Group-mean slit-width thresholds for the motion direction (red) and shape (black) tasks, under horizontal-slit (A) and vertical-slit (B) viewing, in the newly

sighted (Pat, filled bars) and controls (Cont, empty bars). The thresholds were calculated as percent (%) of the full shape length (left y axis); the corresponding size

in visual angle (at 40 cm viewing distance) is shown on the right y axis. Data are represented as mean ± SEM (using a log scale). Note that if the slit was wide

enough to simultaneously observe the three short arms of the cross shape (e.g., the horizontal part of the cross alongwith its short vertical end element; see insets

on the left), the cross-shape task could have been recovered without any temporal integration. This defines a critical criterion for shape integration (26.6% of the

shape length; green dashed line). Below this critical value, temporal integration is required to solve the task.

(C) Individual shape recognition thresholds (averaged across the horizontal- and vertical-slit runs) of controls (Cont, X’s) and the newly sighted (Pat) in their initial

test (dark-gray diamonds), after a few days (dark-blue diamonds), and about a year later (light-blue diamonds). Bars denote corresponding group-mean

thresholds (mean ± SEM using a log scale) of controls (empty bar) and the newly sighted in their initial (filled gray bar) and last (filled blue bar) test. A significant

improvement in the performance between the initial and the last test is denoted by an asterisk (p < 0.001).

See also Figure S2 and Table S1.
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test indicated unequal variances: F = 6.8, p = 0.012). Note that

while performance in the initial test was superior in patients

with better visual acuity (Figure S2B), the repetition-number ef-

fect was independent of acuity (since the variance accounted

for by visual acuity was regressed out; see also Figure S2F).

Did the patients merely learn to solve a specific problem, tak-

ing advantage of the fact that the same stimulus appeared

throughout the experimental session (seeMethod details, Exper-

iment I for an example strategy)? A litmus test for a true, newly

acquired capability is that it is generalized, allowing recovery of

any shape, in similar slit-viewing conditions. To verify this, we

conducted a second shape discrimination experiment, similar

to the previous one, now using 48 unique shapes, organized

into 24 pairs (Figure 3A; Method details, Experiment II). Each

shape pair was generated such that the characteristic local vi-

sual features (i.e., contour curvature) were highly similar between

the two shapes. Crucially, during the whole session, each image

was shown traversing across the slit only once. Thus, the pa-

tients could not learn to focus on specific visual features to solve

the unique-shapes task.

Use of trial-unique stimuli solved the problem of stimulus-spe-

cific learning but resulted in substantial variation in the critical slit

width for the different shapes. The critical slit width, below

which temporal integration was compulsory for shape recovery,

varied between pairs from 25.0% to 38.9% of the full image
(mean = 30.4%, SD = 4.5%; see examples in Figure 3B and

Method details, Experiment II). To control for this variation, we

calculated the normalized slit width for each trial in the staircase,

considering the specific shape viewed on that trial. Specifically,

the slit width of the trial was divided by the corresponding critical

slit width for that shape, and the log of their ratio was used as the

normalized slit-width value (see the normalized data of one exem-

plary case in Figure 4A). Then, each individual’s recognition

threshold was assessed by computing the average normalized

slit width across the final six reversals (arrows in Figure 4A; the pa-

tient’s raw staircase data are shown in Figure S3A). A normalized

recognition threshold below zero, as in this exemplary patient, in-

dicates compulsory use of temporal integration for shape recov-

ery. The results of all patients in the unique-shapes test are shown

in Figure 4B, as a function of their performance in the cross-shape

test. Note the positive correlation between the two measures

(r(19) = 0.62; p = 0.003).

The normalized threshold of a third of the patients (7/21) in the

unique-shapes task was below zero (see Figures S3A–S3G for

the individual staircase plots). Thus, these seven patients were

necessarily using a temporal integration strategy. The shape-

recognition thresholds of about a quarter of the patients (5/21)

were worse than the critical value in both (cross-shape and

unique-shapes) tests, demonstrating a total failure in strategy

acquisition. The rest (9/21) performed well only in the
Current Biology 31, 1–6, July 26, 2021 3



Figure 3. Studying learning generalization using the unique-shapes task

(A) The image set used in this control experiment consisted of 48 stimuli organized into 24 pairs. Each image was shown once traversing behind the horizontal slit,

and the participant had to choose that image later, when shown together with its paired foil image.

(B) Examples of two images from a pair (#2). The critical slit-width value (defined per pair) was the smallest slit size, which allowed discrimination between the two

images based on a specific local feature (e.g., the ‘‘mushroom head’’ size, critical value indicated by arrow in the upper right).

See also Method details, Experiment II and Figure S3.
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cross-shape test (their recognition thresholds were better than

the critical value in this test, but not in the unique-shapes test;

see an example in Figure S3H). One might conclude that these

patients failed to use temporal integration and solved the

cross-shape task using a stimulus-specific strategy. However,

the unique-shapes task is much more difficult due to the varia-

tion in shapes across trials, thus inducing a greater load on sen-

sory memory. Indeed, none of the patients succeeded in the

unique-shapes task without doing so in the cross-shape task.

It is therefore more likely that the sub-group who performed

well only with cross-like shapes was actually capable of inte-

grating shape slivers over time, but only when the slivers were

easy to remember due to their repeated appearance.

The strongest piece of evidence suggesting that the patients

were using temporal integration in both tests is that patients

with previous experience in the cross-shape task typically did bet-

ter in the unique-shapes test (‘‘practiced’’ subgroup; Figure 4B,

red filled circles) than the ones that had done both tests for the

first time on the same day (‘‘naive’’ subgroup, empty circles).

Indeed, the majority (6/7) of the individuals who were successful

in the unique-shapes test had previous experience with the

cross-shape task. Note that the ‘‘practiced’’ subgroup was not

better than the ‘‘naive’’ subgroup, a priori, due to sheer coinci-

dence (see details inQuantification and statistical analysis, Exper-

iment II). Thus, the gains of previous practice typically generalized

to novel stimulus conditions. A between-groups ANOVA corrobo-

rated this, showing that the effect of previous practice (practiced,

naive) on the unique-shapes scores was significant (F(1,17) = 8.1,

hp
2 = 0.323, p = 0.011) after regressing out the effects due to the

(current) visual acuity and time since surgery (by using these vari-

ables as covariates; see also Figure S3K). Collectively, the above

results suggest that there was a transfer of learning from the

cross-shape task to the unique-shapes task, regardless of the pa-

tients’ visual acuity and time since surgery. Our data therefore

indicate that newly sighted patients can learn to utilize temporal

integration to recover shape in anorthoscopic conditions.

A comparison of the newly sighted capabilities in ‘‘dorsal’’

(motion) versus ‘‘ventral’’ (shape) tasks offers some important
4 Current Biology 31, 1–6, July 26, 2021
insights. The children’s global-motion assessment was as good

as their normally developing peers already at the first testing.

Possibly, this function rapidly recovered soon after surgery (as

in Mansouri and Hess,8 but see Ellemberg et al.9 and Hadad

et al.10), similar to the ability to judge color and size11,12 and finer

spatial frequencies.13 Likewise, our patients had no problem

matching simple full-viewed 2D shapes (as in McKyton et al. 11

and Ostrovsky et al.14,15). This may well be due to an enhance-

ment of visual capabilities that were available, to a very limited

extent, before surgery. These findings resemble the results from

the study of patient MM, who became fully blind at age 3 and re-

gained vision at age 46.16,17 AlthoughMMcould recognize simple

2D shapes shortly after surgery, he failed to recognize static 3D

objects. In contrast, he readily identified the direction of complex

plaid motion (which requires the solution of the aperture problem,

as in our case4), and could recognize 3D objects when rotated

around their axis. Furthermore, a case study of a few late cata-

ract-treated patients suggested that motion information enables

the development of scene-parsing skills after surgery, despite

the patients’ prolonged early-onset blindness.14 Together, our

current data and these results suggest that the motion-process-

ing pathways are likely to be more resilient to long-term visual

deprivation than the form-processing pathways.18

In our dynamic slit-viewing conditions, shape recovery could

only be carried out after the global-motion vector was ex-

tracted.4 Shape information was not only extremely limited at

any moment, but the observed fragments also overlapped in ret-

inotopic space. Obviously, sufficient spatial and temporal reso-

lution (to measure contours within each shape-sliver19 and

segregate the individual slivers in time20), convergence of infor-

mation from both ventral and dorsal pathways, and an interac-

tion with non-retinotopic sensory memory4,5,21 were necessary

for the job. Remarkably, despite this computational complexity,

the newly sighted improved dramatically in our shape-inference

task.

Both the learning effect (Figure 2C) and the degree of general-

ization to novel stimuli (Figure 4B) were independent of the pa-

tients’ visual acuity at the time of testing. This should not be



Figure 4. Behavioral performance in the unique-shapes task

(A) Performance of an exemplary patient, showing the normalized slit width as

a function of the trial number in the session. The slit width of each trial was

normalized by the corresponding critical integration value for the slit-viewed

shape (in that trial) by taking the log of their ratio. The individual’s recognition

threshold (�0.295; denoted by the blue horizontal line) was assessed by

computing the average across the final six reversals (denoted by gray arrows;

the patient’s raw staircase data are shown in Figure S3A). A value below zero

indicates that the slit width on that trial was smaller than the critical value,

necessitating temporal integration. The inset shows specific slit-viewed im-

ages shown in the reversal trials.

(B) Scatterplot showing individual performance in the unique-shapes task as a

function of performance in the cross-shape task. In both tasks (performed

under the same horizontal-slit orientation), the individual’s recognition

threshold was normalized (in the unique-shape task, as explained in A; in the

cross-shape task, by taking the log of the ratio between the individual’s

recognition threshold and the critical slit width for that task). Negative values

are cases in which the threshold was lower than the critical slit width, neces-

sitating temporal integration. When the cross-shape test was performed

multiple times (Figure 2C), the result of the most recent test was used in the

analysis. Filled red circles indicate cases in which the participants performed

the cross-shape test in the past (3–6 times, under different slit orientations),

while empty circles are cases when both the cross-like and unique-shapes

tests were novel. The scatter diagram (of all data points) is fitted with a

regression line and the associated 95% confidence intervals.

See also Figure S3 and Table S1.
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mistaken as evidence that visual acuity is irrelevant. Clearly, a

minimal level of visual acuity is required to reliably recognize im-

age contours, and achieving this threshold acuity can open a

window for learning new visual routines22 including sophisti-

cated spatiotemporal integration. However, above this level,
the acuity is likely to have only marginal effects, and the bottle-

neck for further improvement in the task might be set by other

factors (e.g., limited sensory memory or problems in the binding

of motion and shape information). The visual acuity of the newly

sighted increased almost 6-fold between surgery and the initial

cross-shape test (geometric average pre-op: 0.6 cpd, range:

[0.06–2.56]; post-op, initial test: geometric mean, 3.5 cpd, range,

[1.2–9.6]). Thus, in all likelihood, they attained the required visual

acuity for the task prior to the initial testing (indeed, the controls

were able to perform the task despite greater image blur, using

lowpass filtering at 1 cpd). On the other hand, the patients’ acuity

did not substantially improve further between the initial and the

last test (geometric mean, 3.7 cpd, range, [0.9–14.6]). Thus,

learning could not have been due simply to a better quality of

the visual input (e.g., availability of finer contours). At that stage,

performance was probably determined to a larger extent by the

level of implicit understanding of how to process the temporally

fragmented information using sophisticated integration in non-

retinal coordinates.

We did not find clear evidence for an effect of the age at sur-

gery on task performance. However, most of our patients were

surgically treated at late childhood/early adolescence. We there-

fore cannot exclude that surgery at a later stage (and/or the

related deprivation duration) may have a deleterious effect on

the chances for full vision recovery. Indeed, MM’s older age at

surgery, well after reaching adulthood, and his poor visual acuity

(i.e., 1.2 cpd even �10 years after sight restoration) probably

precluded the development of proper visual object recogni-

tion.16,17 The visual cortex of our patients is likely to be more

plastic than that of MM due to their relatively young age.

In summary, we show conclusively that following surgery, the

newly sighted learned to recognize shapes when these could

only be recovered using both temporal integration and other

complex mapping routines. Thus, amazingly, even in extreme,

anorthosopic conditions, shape integration is attainable despite

years of visual deprivation lasting far beyond the typical age of

trait acquisition.2,3,19,23 This sophisticated spatiotemporal inte-

gration capability can probably emerge only (1) if visual acuity

is better than the limiting threshold, allowing the person to reli-

ably recover image contours, (2) with enough practice, and (3)

if there is sufficient plasticity of the visual system to optimally

shape the neural circuits underlying the relevant computation.
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17632/57ry7yds8h.1). This study used standard, custom-built MATLAB programmed scripts that will be available from the Lead

Contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Participants
Twenty-three Ethiopian children with early-onset bilateral cataracts (11 girls and 12 boys; ages 8.2 - 19.9 years [at the first test], mean

age = 12.3 years, SD = 3.0) fulfilled our inclusion criteria and participated in the experiments (Table S1). Their dense bilateral cataracts

were most likely congenital or developed within a few months after birth, as all had clear nystagmus, a classical sign of early-onset

blindness. The patients were presumably blind from birth, according to written reports at their entry to the blind school and/or oral

statements by their parents. Almost all of them (22/23) attend (or attended in the past) blind schools, and learn via Braille (or other non-

visual media). Pre-surgical ophthalmological examination showed that they had extremely poor pattern vision: typically, limited to

light or hand motion perception and, at most, finger counting from close range. We assessed pre-surgical visual acuity (in terms

of the cutoff spatial frequency, cpd) of 19 (out of 23) patients using our tests, developed for children with severe visual disabilities

(see McKyton et al.11 and Method details, Contrast sensitivity assessment for the tests’ details). The acuity scores were also con-

verted to the Snellen scale and log of minimum angle of resolution (logMAR25) for better comparison with other studies (Table

S1). The patients’ average pre-op logMAR was 1.7 (corresponding to a geometric average of pre-op spatial frequency of 0.6

cpd). 12/19 had logMAR > 1.3, equivalent to a visual acuity worse than 3/60 (20/400) on the Snellen scale (i.e., blind by W.H.O stan-

dards26). 7/19 had an acuity (1.3 > logMAR > 1.0), worse than 6/60 (i.e., 20/200, the standard definition of legal blindness in the U.S.)

indicating a severe impairment of vision.

Lack of earlier diagnosis and/or local resources/facilities prevented these children from receiving early treatment. They were diag-

nosed by our team through an active screening effort, and consequently had a cataract-removal surgery in both eyes at late child-

hood (mean age = 10.3 years, SD = 3.7) at Hawassa Referral Hospital. All but one had an intraocular lenses implantation. One patient

(#p11) was operated at one year of age (not by our team), without implantation of artificial lenses (due to early age). He was not wear-

ing corrective glasses when we first met him at age 12.5. We prescribed him glasses, and he participated in our first slit-viewing

experiment.

The children’s guardians gave their written consent for the operation and for participating in the behavioral testing. The children

performed the tests in Hawassa Referral Hospital or in their blind schools (Shashemene, Bako, Wolaita and Sebeta Blind Schools)
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4.4 months to 12.7 years after the operation. The procedures were approved by the ethics committee of the Hebrew University of

Jerusalem and Hawassa University. For more information regarding the newly-sighted participants, see Table S1.

Fifty-one typically developing Ethiopian and Israeli children with normal or corrected vision (26 Ethiopian and 25 Israeli children; 14

girls and 37 boys; ages 7.8 – 15.0 years; mean age = 11.4 years, SD = 2.1) served as control participants in the slit-viewing exper-

iments. The children’s guardians gave their written consent for participating in the behavioral testing.

Inclusion tests
The slit-viewing experiments required comprehension of the concept of a shape moving behind a slit. To assure that the patient had

the basic capabilities to perform this task, a number of slit-viewing familiarization trials (with the slit width equal to 160% of the shape

length, at either slit orientation) were presented. The participant had to have at least four consecutive correct judgments of the di-

rection of motion (Left/Right or Up/Down) to pass the inclusion criterion. In the shape task, participants had to be able to discriminate

between the two full-size (un-occluded) shapes, and understand the match-to-sample concept. To test this, several tests of

increasing complexity were performed. The participants had to pass them all to qualify for the experiment. In the first test, the screen

was divided into upper and lower halves. In each trial, one shape was shown alone in the upper screen half (i.e., sample) while both

shapes appeared later together in the other half. The task was to report the matched shape. In the second test, one cross-like shape

(the sample) moved across the screen (from top to bottom). Then, both the original image and its mirror-image shape appeared

together, and the participant was required to choose the shapematching the previous sample. Finally, a number of slit-familiarization

trials were presented (with the widest slit-width equal to 160% of the shape length, as above) to ensure that participants are able to

recognize a sample shape when moving through a slit as well. In all cases subjects were required to have at least four consecutive

correct answers to pass our criteria. All 23 cataract-treated participants qualified.

METHOD DETAILS

We used a 15’’ laptop computer with a touch screen (resolution: 13663 768 pixels). The subjects sat at their preferred distance from

the screen, typically 40 cm. This distance was kept constant across the tests, for each particular patient.

Experiment I
Initial tests on motion direction and cross-shape tasks

Twenty-three patients and fifty-one control participants completed the cross-shape task. Fifteen patients and thirty-two controls

completed the motion-direction task (Table S1). The slit was either vertical or horizontal (in separate runs). Thus, the testing proced-

ure included four different runs i.e., motion and shape assessment under vertical and horizontal slit orientation, which were presented

in a counterbalanced order across participants.

In each trial, a simple shape (3803 322 pixels, 9.453 8.0 cm, 13.473 11.42� at 40 cm distance) moved at a fixed speed (7.5 cm/s,

10.6�/s) in a direction orthogonal to the slit orientation, such that only a portion of the shape was visible at any instant (Figure 1A). The

stimulus was a cross-like shape (constructed from identical ellipsoid elements) or its flipped version. It had a sufficient number of

oriented contours to allow the perception of the shapemotion within a slit. The cross-like shape was chosen, because below a critical

slit-size (26.6% of the full image; Figures 2A and 2B, inserts), the slit-viewed shape could not be recognized by a local feature in the

image: Shape recognition required temporal integration of the partial views.

In themotion-direction discrimination run, the task was to report the direction of slit-viewedmotion (e.g., up or down for horizontal-

slit trials). In the shape discrimination run, the cross-like shape (or its flipped counterpart) moved behind the slit, and participants were

required to report the object’s shape by pointing to/touching one of the two shapes (e.g., ‘‘upright’’ or ‘‘inverted’’ cross for horizontal-

slit trials) that appeared immediately after the shape motion ended. In the test (‘‘match’’) phase, the positions of the matching shape

and its foil were randomly assigned, to avoid any spatial bias. In vertical-slit runs the computer screen was simply rotated by 90�.
Correct responses were accompanied by a tone. Slit-width was adaptively changed (within the range 0.3 – 111%of the shape length)

using a staircase procedure to assess the direction/shape discrimination threshold (in terms of slit-width). Each run ended when 8

reversals were registered or 48 trials were completed.

Sometimes, the run ended earlier due to fatigue, loss of interest or other reasons. The staircase was designed to minimize this

problem, so that participants genuinely reach their threshold as fast as possible. To that end, the staircase procedure was structured

in three phases: The initial trials followed one-down, one-up rule with a large step size (60 pix, 1.5 cm, 2� at 40 cm distance, 15.8% of

the shape length). After the second error, a two-down, one-up rule was implemented, with smaller step size: 30 pixels (1�, 0.75 cm,

7.9% of the shape length). Note that although we changed the slit-size depending on performance right from the start, the error

counting (necessary to move from phase I to phase II) began only after 8 trials were completed. Thus, the initial, accidental errors,

had no effect on the individual’s threshold. The final phase, using the three-down, one-up algorithm (with the finest step size, 10

pixels, 0.25 cm, 0.35�, 2.6% of the shape length) was implemented after the third counted error. If the slit-width reached 10 pixels,

the next slit-width was 5, and changes were at increments of 1 pixel. The trials from phase III were exclusively used to assess the

individual’s threshold.

Recognition thresholds (at�79%27) were calculated as the average of the final 8 reversals. Sometimes, the run ended prematurely

before the maximum number of trials (n = 48) was reached. The minimal number of reversals for inclusion was 4. Patients reached six

(or 8) reversals in 67% (62) of all tests (out of 92 tests on both shape and motion tasks & both slit orientations). In their two tests, the
e2 Current Biology 31, 1–6.e1–e5, July 26, 2021
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reversals were calculated after the second counted error (to pass the inclusion criterion). Two cross-shape tests were not included in

the analysis (i.e., initial tests for p1 and p10 under vertical slit orientation, because they didn’t pass our inclusion criterion). However,

the performed trials (27 and 23, respectively) were accounted for as practice trials.

Re-test of the cross-shape task

Eleven patients participated in the multiple testing on the cross-shape task (Table S1). Five of them were re-tested on our cross-

shape task a few (1-3) days after the first test. All eleven patients were re-tested on the same task approximately a year after the first

test. As above, recognition thresholds were calculated as the average of the final reversals.

Image blur control

We also assessed the contrast sensitivity function (CSF) of each of the cataract-treated subjects (in both initial and latest tests, see

Table S1 and Method details, Contrast sensitivity assessment for further details). The CSF cut-off frequency of the patient with the

poorest visual acuity was 1.2 cpd (in the initial post-op test). To ensure that differences between the cataract-treated and control

groups were not due to the patients’ blurry vision, we prepared a low-pass filtered version of all the stimuli, and used them when

testing the control participants: We took a conservative approach, eliminating all spatial frequencies above 1 cpd (Figure 1B).

This was done by convolving each movie frame in the slit-viewing videos (as well as each image in the test presentation) with a

2D Gaussian blur kernel (s (x) = 16 pixels i.e., 0.5� at 40 cm viewing distance, in both dimensions; the kernel size comprised of 3s

in both directions). Using a Gaussian kernel s (x) = 0.5� corresponds to applying a Gaussian filter in the frequency domain where

s(f) = (1/2p)/0.5� = 0.32 cpd (given that s(x) * s(f) = 1/2p). After this, the power at 1cpd (our chosen cutoff frequency) is a mere

0.4% (�24 dB) of its original power (see also Figure S1D).

Alternative strategy to solve the cross-shape task

We chose simple cross-like shapes, made of identical elements, to eliminate (below a certain slit size) the possible use of specific

local features for shape discrimination. However, this specific experimental design could not exclude the possibility that the task

was performed by an assessment of two time intervals: (i) between the time of first appearance of the shape till the appearance

of the orthogonal, elongated shape element, and (ii) from the time of disappearance of the orthogonal shape element, until the final

disappearance of the whole shape. For example, when an upright cross moved up (in a horizontal-slit trial) the first interval was

shorter than the second interval. When the cross was upside-down, the second interval was shorter. In our study, on each trial

the object moved either up or down. Thus, to arrive at the correct decision without generating an internal image of object, both

time intervals and the direction of motion had to be independently calculated, and then combined using complex logical operations.

Still, since the same images were repeated, the newly-sighted patients may have had the opportunity to learn this strategy. The

unique-shapes task was designed to test their temporal integration in conditions where this strategy was not useful.

Experiment II
Shape task using unique shapes

We tested twenty-one patients on another shape-integration task (Table S1) with a new set of trial-unique stimuli (having the same

length as the cross-shape). While only one pair of images (with matched local features) was presented in the original cross-shape

task, this new control task utilized 24 unique pairs (Figure 3). We used simple 2D stimuli. Their contours provided the only source

of information about their shape. According to theoretical and behavioral studies,28–30 information along a visual contour is concen-

trated in regions of high magnitude of curvature. Importantly, the shapes for each pair were created such that these regions, which

actually represented the characteristic local visual features, were very similar between the shape pairs. Under slit-viewing conditions,

this difference could not be detected, once the slit-width was smaller than the critical slit-width (Figure 3B, bottom), which was calcu-

lated for each pair comprising, on average, 30.4% of the full image (range across shapes: 25.0-38.9; SD = 4.5%). Note that we adop-

ted a conservativemeasure, by taking the smaller threshold of the pair, as the critical integration criterion for each shape from the pair.

Each image was shown traversing across the slit only once during the whole session. The only way to assess global shape with trial-

unique stimuli, at slit-widths smaller than the critical value, was through an integration across time.

Specifically, on each trial, one of the shapes was shown moving behind a horizontal slit. Next, that shape was presented together

with its paired counterpart, and as previously, the participants were asked to choose the image matching the one just seen moving

behind the slit. As in the cross-shape task, slit-width was adaptively changed using a staircase procedure to assess the shape

discrimination threshold (in terms of slit-width), and each run ended when 8 reversals were registered or 48 trials were completed.

The initial trials followed one-down, one-up rule, while after the second error, a two-down, one-up rule was implemented till the end of

the session. The error counting necessary to move across the experimental phases began after the first 6 trials. Twenty patients (out

of 21 tested on this task) had at least 6 reversals (In five cases, we had to count reversals starting from the first error to pass this

criterion). One patient had only four reversals.

The size of the staircase step was defined by the current slit-width (i.e., the narrower the current slit the smaller was the step). Spe-

cifically, slit sizes comprised of 440, 342, 266, 207, 163, 131, 111, 101, 92, 84, 76, 68, 60, 52, 44, 36, 28, 20, 12, 4 pixels (which was

equal to 116, 90, 70, 54, 43, 34, 29, 27, 24, 22, 20, 18, 16, 14, 12, 9, 7, 5, 3, 1%of the shape length). Thus, the size of the staircase step

was initially large (comprising roughly a quarter of the shape length) and decreased with narrowing the slit-width until the width

reached the mean critical criterion for shape integration (�30% of the full image). After this, the slit size changed by 2% of the full

shape length. The order of shape presentation was the following: Initially, all first exemplars from the 24 pairs (‘left’ exemplars in Fig-

ure 3A) were presented (in the corresponding trials) and then all second exemplars were shown (the order was randomized across

participants). Shapes within each 24-shapes sequence were shown pseudo-randomly. Specifically, 24 shapes were divided into 4
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subgroups. The order of the subgroups’ presentation was constant while the order within each subgroup was random (for each

participant). This ‘block’ design allowed for randomization of shape presentation, while ensuring that overall, across subjects, the

same shape pairs appear at roughly the same stages of the staircase.

Contrast sensitivity assessment
All patients completed this test several times after surgery [at the same (or adjacent) day as the main tests]. In each trial of the exper-

iment, the participants saw aGabor patch (19.4 cm in diameter) at a specific spatial frequency and contrast and were asked to report

the grating orientation (horizontal or vertical). Their performance at the various contrast levels (per spatial frequency) was used to

assess the contrast threshold at that frequency (for this purpose, the contrast was adaptively changed using a staircase procedure).

Plotting the contrast threshold as a function of the spatial frequency yielded the CSF of the participant. The cutoff frequency, the

highest spatial frequency that can still be seen by the viewer, was assessed by fitting the CSF with the truncated log-parabola

form.31 For more information about the CSF experiment see McKyton et al.11

The CSF of nineteen patients was also evaluated prior to surgery. However, in some newly-sighted participants, this was impos-

sible due to either very poor visual acuity, lack of cooperation or unavailable testing procedures at that time. When the CSF test

(based on the orientation discrimination task) was impossible/failed, it was replaced by a simpler (detection) test. In this test, a large

white circle was shown on a black background, at varying spatial positions. Participants were asked to detect and touch the circle. Its

size was adaptively changed using a staircase procedure to assess the threshold circle size for detection. Next, when possible, the

circle was replaced by a two-cycle Gabor patch (at full contrast), whose size and position was changed using the same staircase

procedure, to assess the highest possible spatial frequency, at which detection was still possible. This was used as an estimation

of the cutoff frequency. The preferred distance (from the screen) of patients in the pre-op acuity testing was 5-40 cm.

Stimulus Presentation
Stimuli presentation was controlled by Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems USA, Version 22).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

In both experiments, a staircase procedure was used to assess the shape or motion discrimination threshold in terms of slit-width

(see Method details).

Experiment I
Normalization of the cross-shape recognition threshold

The individual’s recognition threshold was normalized by the critical slit-width for that task (26.6% of the shape length), by taking the

log of their ratio.

Experiment II
Normalization of the unique-shapes recognition threshold

The stimuli differed in their critical criterion for shape integration (see Method details, Experiment II). Note that stimuli with larger crit-

ical slit-width were themore difficult ones: they required obligatory use of temporal integration strategy at an earlier stage of the stair-

case, when stimuli with smaller critical slit-width could still be discerned based on local cues. Furthermore, the number of completed

trials differed between the patients due to loss of interest, etc. (range: 22 – 48 trials; mean = 36 trials; SD = 8). Thus, the actual stimuli

seen by the patients were not always exactly the same.

This variation, between stimuli and individuals, is likely to cause biases if unaccounted for. To address this issue, we calculated the

normalized threshold in the unique-shapes task per trial, by considering the specific shape viewed on that trial. Specifically, we

normalized the recognition threshold of each trial by the corresponding critical slit-width for the shape pair to which that specific

shape belongs (i.e., taking the log of their ratio, see also Method details, Experiment II). Eventually, each individual’s recognition

threshold was assessed by computing the average across the final 6 reversals using their normalized values. Given the variation

in the critical slit-width across stimuli, it may actually be more useful to calculate the individual threshold by averaging all normalized

slit values at the staircase asymptote (starting from the first reversal [out of the six final reversals]). This resulted in very similar results

to the conventional method (for details, see Figure S3K).

Accounting for previous experience with the cross-shape task

The patients tested on the unique-shapes task were divided into two groups: (i) a ‘‘practiced’’ subgroup, with previous experience on

the cross-shape test at least 6 months earlier (range 87-276 trials; mean = 192 trials; SD = 78 ) so that the learned skill had already

been consolidated in memory32 and (ii) the ‘‘naı̈ve’’ patients, which had only 45 cross-shape trials on the same day, just before the

unique-shapes test (range: 39 – 48 trials; SD = 4). Importantly, the two subgroups (‘‘naive’’ and ‘‘practiced’’) did not differ in their level

of cross-shapes discrimination performance in their initial test (horizontal-slit trials: t(19) = 0.33, p = 0.748; both horizontal- and ver-

tical-slit trials: t(19) = 0.77, p = 0.450). This indicates that the ‘‘practiced’’ subgroupwas not better than the ‘‘naı̈ve’’ subgroup, a priori,

due to sheer coincidence. We conclude that the superior performance of the ‘‘practiced’’ subgroup in the novel unique-shapes task

was indeed due to their previous practice in the cross-shapes task.
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Statistics
Behavioral data were processed and analyzed usingMATLABR2019b (version 9.7.0,Mathworks, Natick,MA). Subsequent statistical

analyses were performed using MATLAB and SPSS (version 26.0, SPSS, Chicago, IL).

Experiment I

We applied a multi-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA to analyze thresholds for motion and shape discrimination in 11 (out of 23)

patients (p2-9 and p11,12,14 in Table S1) and 17(out of 51) controls, who completed both cross-shape and motion-direction tasks

under both slit orientations. Within-subjects factors were slit orientation (horizontal, vertical) and task (direction, shape), while the be-

tween-subjects factor was the group identity (patients, controls). Follow-up post hoc t tests were also performed. We also examined

whether the shape recognition thresholds (averaged across slit orientation) were below the critical slit size in both patient and control

groups, and if there was any difference between the groups, using two-sided t tests.

To quantify the effect of practice in 11 patients following their multiple testing on the cross-shape task (p1-11 in Table S1), we

applied a linear mixedmodel on all observations, with the fixed test-repetition factor (the levels were: 1st, 2nd and 3rd test). Visual acu-

ity (i.e., the cutoff spatial frequency transformed to log units) was added as a covariate. In addition, we used two-sided t test to

compare the patients’ performance in the initial and the latest cross-shape tests.

The analyses of variancewere performed on log-transformed data (i.e., the threshold slit-width as percent of the shape length in log

units) to meet the required normal distribution assumptions of the models’ residuals. The t tests were also calculated using the log-

transformed data.

Experiment II

We tested the effect of previous experience with the cross-shape recognition on the unique-shapes performance, in 21 patients, who

performed both shape tasks (p1-10 and p13-23). To that end, we usedmulti-factorial ANOVA. The dependent variable was the recog-

nition threshold in the unique-shapes task (normalized as explained in Quantification and statistical analysis, Experiment II). The fac-

tor of interest was previous practice (with the two levels, practiced and naive). Visual acuity and time since surgery served as cova-

riates. Specifically, the ‘practiced’ subgroup included twelve patients: p1-10, p13 and p14; The nine ‘naive’ patients were p15-23

(Table S1). We also assessed the Pearson correlation coefficient between the normalized cross-shape recognition thresholds and

the unique-shapes performance (in the horizontal slit orientation used in both tests).

For ANOVAs, hp
2 was computed as a measure of effect size. Cohen’s d was computed as a measure of effect size for the t test,

which compared the patients’ performance in the initial and the latest cross-shape tests. For Pearson correlations, Pearson’s r was

the measure of effect size.
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